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Abstract
Background: Teenage mothers are more likely to be of low Socio-Economic Status (SES) but it is not known whether the
risk abates abruptly in teenagers of middle SES or gradually over the range of SES. The health associations of teenage motherhood include poorer health behaviours during pregnancy such as increased use of tobacco and alcohol, and poorer nutrition. There are also increased obstetric risks, poorer child outcomes and poorer maternal health over the life-course. We
hypothesized that the risk of teenage motherhood is greatest in those from the lowest SES decile and that this risk reduces
with increasing SES.
Methods: We linked registry data from British Columbia and created SES deciles from tax file data derived from family
disposable income.
Results: First-time mothers from the lowest SES decile were nearly twice as likely to be teenage [OR=1.91(95% CI: 1.73,
2.09)] than mothers of middle SES. With increasing SES deciles, the odds of teenage motherhood reduced in a negative
linear fashion (P-value<0.0005).
Conclusions: Girls of lowest SES are at highest risk of teenage motherhood and this risk reduces gradually with increasing SES decile. The associated negative, life-long health effects in mother and child necessitate the need to target high risk
groups with interventions aimed at reducing pregnancy rates among teenage girls of lower SES. Girls and boys in years nine
and ten at high schools in the lowest socio-economic areas could benefit from public health interventions aimed at reducing
their risk of becoming a teenage parent.
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Introduction
Teenage mothers are more likely to be of low socioeconomic status (SES) [1,2]. In a US study [1], the SES of
900 nulliparous teenage girls and more than 7,500 nulliparous women aged 20 to 25 years, was compared during their
pregnancies. Investigators constructed SES quintiles based on
maternal and paternal education, occupation and household
income. Nearly half of the teenagers were of the lowest SES
quintile while a further third were of the second lowest quintile. The incidence of teenage motherhood decreased further
with increasing SES with 14% in the middle quintile and 5%
and 0.5% in the upper two quintiles respectively. The figures
indicate a negative trend but whether it was linear or otherwise
was not investigated. The second study [2] used data of more
than 6,000 Canadian mothers who gave birth in 2006 and
three income groups (high, medium and low) were created as
a proxy for SES. Compared to older mothers, teenage mothers
were about six and a half times more likely to come from the
low income group and about two and a half times more likely
to come from the medium income group [2]. Again, there is
a suggestion of a negative trend over increasing SES but this
was not analysed. An international collaboration [3], including Canada and four other western countries, used survey
and other data to investigate teenage birth with education as
a proxy for SES. In all countries, the rate of teenage birth was
highest in the lowest tertile and lowest in the highest tertile.
However, the rate reduced abruptly with transition from the
lowest to the middle tertile, indicating that the trend was not
linear. Again, no analysis of a trend was performed. A review
examined 20 studies pertaining to the risk factors for teenage
pregnancy and while socioeconomic disadvantage was the
most consistently identified factor, there was no indication of
whether the risk reduced more-or-less equally in middle and
high SES groups or whether there was a linear or other reduction with increasing SES.
Compared to pregnancy in other age-groups, teenage pregnancy has increased health risks for both mother and
infant. First, teenage pregnancy is also associated with poorer
health behaviours. A review [4] examined health behaviours
during the pregnancies of teenagers in UK and found that increased use of tobacco and alcohol and poorer nutrition were
more common in these mothers than others. Second, teenage pregnancy is associated with poorer maternal health outcomes. The same review [4] described higher risks of obstetric
complications such as hypertension, pre-eclampsia, urinary
tract infection and anaemia. The increased risk of negative
health outcomes for teenage mothers continues into adulthood and old-age with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease [5] and more generally, poorer physical health compared
to other women [6]. Finally, teenage pregnancy is associated
with poorer child outcomes. In a retrospective cohort study
of nearly four million US mothers younger than 25 years, the
infants of teenage mothers were at increased risk of being born
preterm, neonatal death and low birth weight [7]. Over time,
the higher risk of negative outcomes continued with a twofold higher risk of death during each of infancy, childhood
and adolescence [8]. Understanding the social determinants
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of teenage pregnancy may help in managing these risks yet we
found only one study [1] that assessed the rate of teenage births
over the range of SES using quintiles and this did not investigate
any trends over increasing SES. Hence, we don’t know whether
high rates of teenage pregnancy are largely restricted to the lowest decile(s) or whether the rate gradually recedes with increasing SES. In this capacity, a measure of SES which used more
than five levels, such as deciles, would be preferable since the
increased number of levels would enable a trend to be better
described. This knowledge is important since it would provide
valuable information about socio-economic risk factors for
teenage pregnancy and the identification of vulnerable groups
who might benefit from interventions to reduce their likelihood
of teen pregnancy. Hence, we hypothesized that mothers of low
SES are more likely to first give birth as a teenager than mothers
of middle SES. We also hypothesized that with increasing SES,
the odds of first giving birth as a teenager are successively reduced with increasing SES and that mothers of the highest SES
group are least likely to have had a child as a teenager.

Methods

Data and inclusion criteria

After ethical approval, we were supplied data from
Population Data BC. These data had been previously shown to
be complete, accurate and valid [9-11] and originated from the
Births Registry [12], BC Perinatal Data Registry [13], Medical
Services Provision Registry [14] and the Census Registry [15].
We removed the records of all mothers who were multiparous
from the 1999-2009 BC Birth Cohort. Full details of this cohort
are supplied in our previous paper [16]. We used the resultant
data-set in this nested retrospective cohort study comprising
mothers whose first child was born in BC from January 1, 1999
to December 31, 2009.

Variables

Our outcome variable, maternal age at the birth of the
child, had the four levels of: less than 20 years; 20 to 29 years; 30
to 39 years and 40 years or older. From tax-file data, we accessed
equivalised family disposable income for each provincial postcode which contains about 1,700 households. These had been
averaged and then ranked into 1,000 levels [17]. We created a
ten-level proxy for SES. By combining the lowest 100 bands,
we formed Decile-1 to represent the most disadvantaged group.
Combining the next 100 bands, we formed Decile-2 and so on,
with Decile-10 representing the most advantaged women.

Analyses

Using multinomial logistic regression with Decile-6 as
the comparator and 30 to 39 year old mothers as the base group,
we assessed the odds ratios (ORs) of each level of maternal age
by SES. We reduced our significance level from the usual 0.05
to 0.005 since we performed multiple comparisons over three
levels [18]. We also investigated the linear significance of the
relationship within maternal age groups using multinomial logistic regression. All ORs are tabulated but we report only significant ORs. Whilst our primary interest was teenage births,
we compared the heterogeneity of other age groups, having a
similar trend over SES, to the teenage group.
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Our underlying objective with such a comparison would be
to improve our understanding of the trend within the teenage
group. STATA14 was used for all analyses.

Results

In the cohort were 155,091 mothers and of these, 8,088 (5.2%)
were teenage (<20 years) See Table 1.

Teenage mothers

Compared to 30 to 39 year old mothers from
Decile-6, teenage mothers were nearly twice as likely to come
from Decile-1 [OR=1.91(95% CI: 1.73, 2.09)] with 38% more
likely to come from Decile-2 [OR=1.38(95% CI: 1.25, 1.52)]
and 29% more likely to come from Decile-3 [OR=1.29(95% CI:
1.17, 1.43)]. At the other end of the scale, teenage mothers were
21% less likely to come from Decile-8 [OR=0.79(95% CI: 0.71,
0.88)], 19% less likely to come from Decile-9 [OR=0.81(95%
CI: 0.72, 0.90)] and 37% less likely to come from Decile-10
[OR=0.63(95% CI: 0.56, 0.71)] (Table 2). Over Decile-1 to
Decile-10, there was evidence of a negative linear trend associated with being a teenage mother with a Z-score of -9.04 and a
p-value < 0.0005 (Figure 1).

Other mothers

Mothers from 20 to 29 years were 28% more likely to
be from Decile-1 [OR=1.28(95% CI: 1.22, 1.34)]; 26% more
likely to be from Decile-2 [OR=1.26(95% CI: 1.21, 1.32)];
23% more likely to be from Decile-3 [OR=1.23(95% CI: 1.18,
1.29)] and 14% more likely to be from Decile-4 [OR=1.14(95%
CI: 1.09, 1.19] than comparator mothers. Further, mothers
from 20 to 29 years were 6% less likely to be from Decile-7
[OR=0.94(95% CI: 0.90, 0.98]; 8% less likely to be from
Decile-8 [OR=0.92(95% CI: 0.87, 0.96)]; 17% less likely to be
from Decile-9 [OR=0.83(95% CI: 0.80, 0.88)] and 29% less
likely to be from Decile-10 [OR=0.71(95% CI: 0.68, 0.75)]
than comparator mothers (Table 2). With increasing SES,
there was evidence of a negative linear trend associated with
being a mother from 20 to 29 years old with a Z-score of -28.37
and a p-value < 0.0005 (Figure 1).

Comparing teenage mothers to 20-29 year old mothers

Teenage mothers were 49% more likely to come from
Decile-1 than mothers aged from 20 to 29 years (Table 3).

Table 1: Maternal age at the birth of the first child by SES
SES decile

< 20 years

20-29 years

30-39 years

>40 years

Total

1

1,321
(16.3%)

8,479
(11.4%)

6,328
(9.3%)

378
(9.1%)

16,506
(10.6%)

2

1,037
(12.8%)

9,097
(12.2%)

6,848
(10.0%)

393
(9.5%)

17,375
(11.2%)

3

995
(12.3%)

9,097
(12.2%)

7,025
(10.3%)

389
(9.4%)

17,506
(11.3%)

4

872
(10.8%)

8,390
11.3(%)

6,996
(10.3%)

365
(8.8%)

16,623
(10.7%)

5

795
(9.8%)

7,486
(10.0%)

7,060
(10.3%)

391
(9.4%)

16,146
(10.4%)

6

781
(9.7%)

7,486
(10.0%)

7,128
(10.4%)

449
(10.9%)

15,844
(10.2%)

7

667
(8.3%)

6,996
(9.4%)

7,086
(10.4%)

431
(10.4%)

15,180
(9.8%)

8

604
(7.5%)

6,695
(9.0%)

6,697
(9.9%)

411
(9.9%)

14,677
(9.5%)

9

596
(7.4%)

5,907
(7.9%)

6,738
(9.9%)

452
(10.9%)

13,693
(8.8%)

10

420
(5.2%)

4,556
(6.1%)

6,084
(8.9%)

481
(11.6%)

11,541
(7.4%)

Total

8,088
(100%)

74,603
(100%)

68,260
(100%)

4,140
(100%)

155,091
(100%)
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Table 2: Odds ratios of maternal age by SES
SES

30-39 years

<20 years

20-29 years

>40 years

1

….

1.91(1.73, 2.09)***

1.28(1.22, 1.34)***

0.95(0.82, 1.09)

2

….

1.38(1.25, 1.52)***

1.26(1.21, 1.32)***

0.91(0.79, 1.05)

3

….

1.29(1.17, 1.43)***

1.23(1.18, 1.29)***

0.88(0.76, 1.01)

4

….

1.14(1.03, 1.26)

1.14(1.09, 1.19)***

0.83(0.72, 0.95)

5

….

1.03(0.93, 1.14)

1.07(1.02, 1.12)

0.88(0.76, 1.01)

7

….

0.86(0.77, 0.96)

0.94(0.90, 0.98)**

0.97(0.84, 1.11)

8

….

0.79(0.71, 0.88)***

0.92(0.87, 0.96)***

0.94(0.82, 1.07)

9

….

0.81(0.72, 0.90)***

0.83(0.80, 0.88)***

1.06(0.93, 1.22)

10
….
0.63(0.56, 0.71)***
SES, socio-economic status; **, P-value<0.005; ***, P-value<0.0005

0.71(0.68, 0.75)***

1.26(1.10, 1.43)**

6

Comparator group

Table 3: A comparison of teenage mothers to 20-29 year old mothers
SES

20-29 years

<20 years

1

….

1.49(1.36, 1.64)***

2

….

1.09(0.99, 1.20)

3

….

1.05(0.95, 1.16)

4

….

1.00(0.90, 1.10)

5

….

6

0.96(0.87, 1.07)
Comparator group

7

….

0.91(0.82, 1.02)

8

….

0.86(0.77, 0.97)

9

….

0.97(0.86, 1.08)

10
….
0.88(0.78, 1.00)
SES, socio-economic status; ***, P-value<0.0005.
Figure 1: Socio-economic comparison of nulliparous teenage and 20-29 year old mothers

SES, socio-economic status; < 20 years, maternal age at birth of the first child is less than 20 years.
Note: Linear trend line is the colour-matched dotted line.
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Discussion
Teenage mothers
In support of our first hypothesis, we found that teenagers of lowest SES were nearly twice as likely to first give birth
as a teenager than mothers of middle SES. In the US, Mollborn
et al. [1] had similar but more extreme findings with about 47%
of teenage mothers in the lowest two quintiles. In contrast, in
this study only about 30% of mothers were from the lowest two
quintiles. A Canadian study [2] also found a higher percentage
of teenage mothers in the lowest SES category. Using a threelevel household income variable to estimate SES, investigators
attributed about 74% of teenage mothers to the lowest tertile.
Correspondingly, in our study, only 43% of teenage mothers
were in the lowest three deciles. A reason to account for the
differences between our study and the other two might be because the others used surveys and relied on maternal report.
Teenage participants would have given their personal incomes
which would likely be lower than the equivalised family-based
measure that we used, particularly when the teenager resided
with her parents. We conclude that teenage mothers are significantly more likely to come from the lowest SES decile.
Our results also strongly support our second hypothesis. Apart from Decile-8 to Decile-9 where there was a
small increase (0.79 to 0.81), we observed that ORs reduced
with each successive SES decile, from 1.91 in Decile-1 to a low
of 0.63 in Decile-10 (Figure 1) and the corresponding p-value of the trend was less than 0.0005. Other researchers [1,2]
have found the proportion of teenage mothers was highest in
the lowest SES group and that the proportion reduced with
increasing SES groups. However, the extent of the trend has
been largely camouflaged since the number of groups was always five or less. In our study, we noted that teenage mothers
had increased odds of being of below the median income (in
Decile-5 or less) and equal or reduced odds being above the
median income (in Decile-6 or higher). Ours is the first study
to formally identify a strong negative trend of the ORs of a
teenage birth over an increasing range of ten SES deciles.
The trends over increasing SES in teenage mothers
and mothers from 20 to 29 years are both negative and linear, though they differ in that the trend is steeper (or more
pronounced) in the teenage mothers. Furthermore, teenage
mothers were nearly 50% more likely to come from Decile-1
than 20 to 29 year old mothers. In combination, these results
indicate that coming from a disadvantaged back-ground is
more strongly related to the risk of teenage motherhood and
that the risk reduces more quickly for teenage mothers than
mothers from 20 to 29 years.
There are likely to be many reasons for the strong
negative linear trend over increasing SES decile of the odds
of a teenage mother. One study inferred that the children of
lower SES parents were less likely to be exposed to health-promoting behaviours and more likely to be exposed to risky behaviours [19]. From this stance, and in terms of contraceptive
use, teenagers from Decile-1 might have less knowledge of safe
sexual practices and less knowledge and confidence to access
contraceptives [5] which would predispose these girls to more
unplanned pregnancies than girls from higher deciles.
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Apart from ascribing lower SES as a correlate of teenage pregnancy, a systematic review ascribed low educational
levels and disrupted family structure as risk factors [20]. Qualitative researchers have described how disillusioned teenage
girls of lower socio-economic backgrounds sometimes choose
pregnancy in the hope of improving their lifestyles [21]. An
intervention aimed at reducing the rate of teenage pregnancy
could involve work-shops for girls and boys in years nine and
ten at high schools in the lowest socio-economic areas. Here,
the leader and participants could discuss the difficulties associated with teenage parenthood and information pertaining
to contraception and the means of accessing contraceptives
shared.

Conclusion

Our findings indicate that girls of lowest SES decile
are particularly vulnerable to teen pregnancy and that this risk
gradually reduces over increasing SES. The associated negative, life-long health effects of both mother and child necessitate the need to target the most vulnerable groups to reduce
the likelihood of teen pregnancy.

Disclaimer
All inferences, opinions, and conclusions drawn in
this manuscript are those of the authors, and do not reflect the
opinions or policies of the Data Stewards at Population Data
BC.
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Approval for this research was obtained from the Behavioural Research Ethics Board [22] at the University of British Columbia.
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